This paper describes a system and underlying algorithms to perform geometric containment analysis to determine if a newly designed rotational part can be manufactured from a part in an existing database of rotational parts. Only material removal of the database part is considered in order to obtain the newly designed part from the database part. The system uses a three-step algorithm to test for containment. The first step analyzes feasibility of containment using bounding cylinders. If the bounding cylinder of the query part is bigger than the part in the database, then the database part cannot contain the query part and it is eliminated from consideration. The second step analyzes feasibility of containment by ignoring off-axis features. Any part that fails to satisfy containment at this stage is eliminated from consideration. The third step analyzes the remaining parts from the database for feasibility of containment by including the off-axis features. Finally, the system rank-orders all the database parts that can contain the query part based on their volume differences with the query part. The system described in this paper can be used by designers and process planners to find an existing part that can be used as a stock to manufacture a newly designed part. This capability is expected to significantly reduce proliferation of parts, to improve manufacturing responsiveness, and to reduce the cost of new products.
Introduction
In the last two decades, there has been a shift in focus from mass production to mass customization. The formidable challenge with mass customization is to produce a large variety of products without incurring excessive costs and delays. Thus, the main focus of mass customization is to reduce the internal variety to the point, where products can be built quickly and inexpensively [1] . Therefore, a crucial step in implementing mass customization is to share parts across as many different products as possible.
Consider the design of a shaft. The designer has two options. The first option is to design the shaft from scratch and then to create the process and manufacturing plans. The second option is to refer to the database of existing shaft designs, and select an existing shaft. This process is illustrated in Figure 1 . The designer can use it as it is or can perform minor material removal operations on it; e.g., drill few holes or cut a few slots. The second option significantly reduces the manufacturing cost. However, manually searching a database of thousands of parts to locate a shaft that meets the designer's needs is a formidable task. Therefore, the second option can be implemented in a cost-effective manner only if the designers have access to a system that correctly, efficiently, and automatically identifies the parts from which a given query part can me made and suggest the modifications necessary to obtain the query part.
Determining if a newly designed rotational part can be manufactured from a part in a database of existing rotational parts by performing additional material removal operations is a containment analysis problem in the geometric sense. This can be formally stated as following. If Q is a newly designed part and P is an existing part, then Q can be machined from P by performing only material removal operations on P if Q is geometrically contained in P. Thus, containment is a necessary condition for manufacturing part Q from part P as shown in Figure 2 . Therefore, we need correct and efficient algorithms for performing containment analysis.
Group technology has traditionally been used to categorize parts having similarities in design features and manufacturing steps. Even it two parts have similar GT codes based on a classification system, the position and size of their features may not permit the use of one part to manufacture the other part. Therefore, group technology cannot address the containment requirement.
Techniques have been developed for finding the maximum turnable state [10] to aid process planning for milling and turning machines. Milling and turning machines are machine tools on which both turning and milling operations can be performed. The technique for finding the maximum turnable state is based on slicing the parts perpendicular to the machine axis and analyzing the cross-section profile to decide the maximum turnable state. The sliced profiles are then combined to get the overall turnable state. This technique helps in reducing the process planning time for milling and turning parts by determining the maximum turnable state automatically. This technique is useful in finding the rotationally symmetrical intermediate workpiece for the given part, a step in performing containment analysis for rotational part. However, this technique cannot be used to perform containment analysis.
Feature-based techniques have been developed to perform shape similarity assessment based on some significant characteristics of the part features such as dimension, location, and orientation. In the technique described in [8] , seven characteristics that are used for comparison are feature existence, feature count, feature direction, feature size, directional distribution, size distribution, and relative orientation. Another technique described in [4] involves feature extraction and comparison to determine similarity between mechanical parts based on a model dependency graph. The model dependency graph generated by this method is not unique for a given solid. The technique described in [5] is based on a graph representation of the input 3D models. This graph representation is used as the shape signature for the model. In [5] , the main focus is on the manufacturing aspects of the object represented by the 3D models. Another technique based on features and their interaction is described in [9] , but it is restricted to polyhedral objects. Section-images-based techniques use sections of the solids to perform comparison. Solids are sectioned at various places and the sections are then analyzed for similarity. This analysis can be carried out using neural networks or by using 2D similarity assessment techniques. They are well suited for parts with rotational symmetry. A neural network system [6] has been proposed for classifying rotational parts based on bitmaps of the part drawings. In [3] , this classification has been extended to include 3D parts based on their binary part drawing image. Topological graph based techniques use graphs to represent the connectivity information of the boundary of the solid such as the adjacency between faces. In [7] , model signature graphs have been proposed for topological comparison of solid models. Once a model signature graph is constructed, solid models are compared using spectral graph theory. Another technique proposed for comparing the graphs is the use of graph invariance vectors [7] . Graph invariance vectors are vectors whose elements are graph invariants. However, none of the above described techniques accurately test the containment condition. Thus, they do not assure that the part retrieved will contain the query part such that the query part can be manufactured from the retrieved part by performing material removal operations. A detailed survey of the techniques in 3D shape similarity assessment can be found in [2] . This paper describes a new algorithm for automated containment analysis and a system based on this algorithm. The algorithm described in this paper is sound and complete by design. Hence it performs containment analysis correctly. The system based on the algorithm has been tested with a wide variety of rotational parts and it is able to find parts containing a given part in a matter of few seconds. Therefore our system is able to perform containment analysis automatically and efficiently.
The system described in this can be used by designers and process planners to find an existing part that can be used as a stock to manufacture a newly designed part without requiring them to perform any tedious manual analysis or remembering details of the parts in the database. This capability is expected to significantly reduce proliferation of parts, to improve manufacturing responsiveness, and to reduce the cost of new products.
Background and Problem Formulation
The definition of a rotational solid and a single axis solid is as follows.
Single Axis Solid is a solid consisting only of those surfaces that are rotationally symmetric about an axis such that any plane passing through this axis and cutting the solid will yield the same 2D region.
Rotational Solid is a single axis solid consisting of some off axis subtractive features. The rotationally symmetric surfaces belonging to the boundary of the single axis solid are limited to five types of surfaces: type 1 -cylindrical surface; type 2 -conical surface; type 3 -spherical surface; type 4 -toroidal surface; and type 5 -planar surface.
A single axis solid is represented by its zones. A zone is an axisymmetric region bounded by an innermost surface of revolution, outermost surface of revolution, and intermediate surfaces, and by parallel bounding planes perpendicular to the axis of rotation. Figure 3 shows a region of a single axis solid bounded by two parallel planes perpendicular to the axis of rotation. This region is termed a zone. Each zone of a single axis solid has at least one surface of revolution, namely the outermost surface. However, it can have one or more inner surfaces of revolution.
The off-axis features that a single axis solid can have are axis-parallel cylindrical holes and axis-parallel internal and external slots. The off-axis features of the rotational solid are extracted using standard feature extraction techniques. These features are represented by their dimensions, location, and orientation with respect to the coordinate system of the solid. Thus, each rotational solid can be completely described in terms of the underlying single axis solid represented as a list of zones and off-axis features.
To determine if a query solid Q is contained in a database solid P, initially the axes of rotation of P and Q are aligned. Once the axes are aligned, solid Q is restricted to translate along the axis of rotation and rotate about the axis of rotation. In order to determine containment of Q in P, it is necessary to test containment of Q in P for all possible translations and rotations of Q.
Let t denote the translation of Q with respect to P along the axis of rotation and let θ denote the rotation of Q with respect to P about the axis of rotation as shown in Figure 4 . Then, mathematically, containment at a given location is defined as follows.
A solid Q at a location (t,θ) with respect to the coordinate system of P is contained in P if
T denotes the transformation matrix when the axes of rotation of the two solids are aligned and solid Q has a particular orientation with respect to P. The transformation matrix to achieve this is given by. 
When the axes of Q and P may be aligned such that solid Q is rotated by 180° about the Zaxis, the transformation matrix is given by.
where L Q is the length of part Q. It is necessary to determine containment for both cases. In the implementation, two versions of Q are stored; one with a particular orientation Q with respect to P and the other obtained by rotating the Q by 180° about the Z-axis and then aligning one of its end points with the origin. The algorithm to determine containment for both cases is the same.
The transformation space of one solid Q with respect to another solid P is the region in 6 dimensional space in which each point denotes a specific transformation of Q with respect to P along 6 possible degrees of freedom. In the case of rotational solids discussed above, there are only two permissible degrees of freedom; namely, translation along the axis of rotation and rotation about the axis of rotation. Within this two-dimensional transformation space, there are an infinite number of permissible transformations of Q with respect to P. Thus, it becomes necessary to restrict the transformation space. Figure 5 shows the extent of the transformation space that needs to be analyzed. The translations and rotations are restricted to 0 ≤ t ≤ L P -L Q and 0 ≤ θ ≤ 2π. The set of all possible locations where P contains Q is termed as the feasible transformation space. The transformation space that needs to be analyzed when solid Q is rotated 180° about the Z-axis can similarly be constructed.
The input for the system is a query solid Q and its signature and a database of solids and their respective signatures. The output is a set of solids P, that satisfies the following properties: (1) each P ∈ P must contain the query solid Q; and (2) each P ∈ P must be rotational. Members of P are rank ordered based on their differences in volume from Q. The input restriction is that the query solid Q is rotational.
The system creates signatures for each of the parts in the database and stores the signatures along with the solid model of the part. A signature is a list of geometric attributes that describe the part. These pre-computed signatures reduce the time required for comparison and, thus, improve the speed of comparison. The system then uses the signatures to compare the signature of the query part with each of the signatures of the database parts to determine containment. The system has two working modes. The first working mode generates the signatures from the geometric models of the database parts. This involves extracting geometric attributes, such as bounding cylinder, and off-axis features, from the boundary representation of the solid model. These attributes are stored as signatures in a database along with the geometric model of the part. The second working mode computes the signatures of the query part and then compares the signatures of the query part with the database parts. This is termed the analysis stage. A threestep pruning approach has been developed to identify those database solids that contain the query solid. The approach is based on examining signatures of each P ∈ P to determine if there exists a location (t,θ) for Q such that P contains Q. The approach aims either to show that the feasible transformation space is empty, in which case the solid P is pruned, or to explicitly construct the feasible transformation space. The following signatures are used to analyze the transformation space. The system uses the following algorithm to perform containment analysis.
1. The length and radius of the bounding cylinders of the solid models are considered. This step quickly determines if the feasible transformation space exists. Solids having bounding cylinder sizes smaller than that of the query solid cannot contain the query solid. Thus, there exists no feasible transformation space. Such solids are eliminated from the comparison process.
2. This step analyzes feasibility of containment by ignoring off-axis features. Any solid that fails to satisfy containment at this stage is pruned. Section 3 describes this step in detail. 3. This step analyzes the parts that have not been pruned for feasibility of containment by including the off-axis features. Section 4 describes this step in detail. 4. The output solids, P are ranked based on their volume difference with Q. Figure 6 shows the structure of the algorithms. Either of these changes must be detected, and the translation values at which these changes occur must be noted. These translation values represent the limits of the feasible transformation space in which the single axis solid Q s is contained in single axis solid P s P . These translation values are used to construct the feasible transformation space for single axis solids. However, if the single axis solid Q s cannot be contained at any location t within the single axis solid PP s , then the feasible transformation space is empty. In this case, solid P is pruned.
Single Axis Solid Based Comparison

Overall Algorithm
The basic idea behind the algorithm to determine containment is as follows. The solids are aligned such that their axes of rotation coincide with the X-axis and the coordinate systems of the two solids coincide. At this state, the value of t is 0. The first step of the algorithm is to determine whether Q s is contained in PP s using algorithm DETERMINECONTAINMENTATT. Solid Q s is then translated along the axis of rotation by a discrete amount Δt such that the next location is t′ = t + Δt. At the initial state that is, when t = 0, the translation value Δt is such that it represents the farthest location from t where the containment status of Q s with respect to PP s is still the same as that at t′. However, the containment status changes with an infinitesimal translation dt from t′. Figure 7 shows the locations where there is a change in the containment status. 
Algorithm to determine containment at a particular value of t
This algorithm tests whether or not solid Q s is contained in solid PP s at a given value of t using a zone-by-zone comparison. The input to the algorithm is the lists of zones Z and Z representing the single axis solids P s P Q P and Q s , respectively, and the translation value t. A zone z P in Z P , is a list of four-sided 2D regions, such that each region is bounded on the left and the right by parallel bounding planes perpendicular to the axis of rotation, and on the bottom and top by an inner surface of revolution of type l, and an outer surface of revolution of type m; l, m = 1,…,4. The locations of the left and right bounding planes for all the regions within a zone z are the same. Figure 8 shows a zone of a single axis solid. The left and the right bounding planes form an interval I P and the zone lies between this interval as shown in Figure 8 . R P is the list of regions of zone z P . Each four-sided region r P ∈ R P in zone z P is represented by a top surface, and a bottom surface. The top and bottom surfaces of each region in a zone can be one of the following four types: cylindrical, conical, spherical, and toroidal.
For two dimensions, cylindrical and conical surfaces are represented by straight lines, while spherical and toroidal surfaces are represented by circular arcs as shown in Figure 9 . Thus, the surfaces are represented by edges (lines or circular arcs) whose shape is defined by the parameters of the surfaces. An edge e P is a data structure that stores the parameters defining the geometry of the edge. Circular arcs and linear edges are required to describe a region. For a circular edge, the center and radius are stored with respect to the local coordinate system (U-V-W), while for a linear edge, the slope is stored with respect to the local coordinate system. The parameters required to describe a surface and an edge in a region of a zone depend on the type of surface. For the four surfaces, following parameters are required.
• Cylindrical surface -Radius r cyl of the cylinder as shown in Figure 9 (a). The linear edge describing the surface is represented by the distance w = r cyl from the axis of rotation.
• Conical surface -Radii r lcon and r rcon of the cone at u l and u r as shown in Figure 9 (b). The linear edge describing the surface is represented by the distance w l = r lcon from the axis of rotation at u l and the slope.
• Spherical surface -Radius and center of the sphere as shown in Figure 9 (c). The circular edge describing the surface is represented by the center c sph = (u l , 0) and radius r sph .
• Toroidal surface -Radius and center of the torus as shown in Figures 9 (d) and (e). The circular edge describing the surface is represented by the center c tor = (u l , w l ) and radius r tor .
To distinguish between the torus types (d) and (e), the orientation (concave/convex) is also stored.
Thus, for each zone z P , the following information is stored.
• Interval I P defined by the left and the right bounding planes at u Pl and u Pr .
• A list of 2D regions, R P . For each r P ∈ R P , the parameters of the upper edge e Pu , and lower edge e Pl representing the upper and lower surfaces of the region are stored. Figure 10 shows the intervals of zones of Z P and Z Q . For each zone z Q in Z Q , we do the following. Determine if the translated interval I Q ′ = I Q + t of the zone z Q under consideration overlaps the interval I P of each zone z P in Z P . If z P overlaps z Q , then determine the containment of regions R Q in z Q with regions R P in z P using the algorithm TESTREGIONCONTAINMENT. Initialize two variables x left and x right and set their values such that x left = max(left(I P ), left(I Q ′)) and x right = min(right(I P ), right(I Q ′)). Return CONTAINED.
The algorithm to determine containment returns whether or not a single axis solid Q s is contained in a single axis solid PP s . The containment of regions in zones z and z can be tested as described in Section 3.3.
P Q
Testing containment of regions in each zone
Each zone z P and z Q consists of a list of regions R P and R Q , respectively. The shaded areas in Figure 8 show the regions in a zone. The regions of z Q , therefore, must lie within the regions of z P and the requirement for containment is satisfied. If any portion of z Q containing material lies outside a portion of z P containing material, then solid Q s cannot be contained in solid PP s . The input to the algorithm is the list of regions R and R of zones z and z and limits x and x . The algorithm tests whether the regions in R are contained in the regions in R within the limits x and x .
The algorithm for testing containment of regions in zones is as follows. For each region r Q in R Q , we determine the containment of the region r Q under consideration with each region r P in R P within the limits x left and x right . If, at any stage, a region r Q in R Q is not contained in any region r P , then the algorithm returns NOT_CONTAINED. The test for determining containment of a region r Q in a region r P is based on determining the top and bottom edges of the two regions within the limits x left and x right . As shown in Figure 11 , if the edge e Qu ∈ r Q lies below the edge e Pu ∈ r P , and the edges e Ql ∈ r Q lies above the edge e Pl ∈ r P , then the region r Q is contained in the region r P within the limits x left and x right . This test involves evaluating the following four possible cases: line above line, line above circle, circle above line and circle above circle.
Algorithm: TESTREGIONCONTAINMENT
Input:
• List of regions r P ∈ R P in zone z P .
• List of regions r Q ∈ R Q in zone z Q .
• x left and x right .
Output:
• Whether all regions r Q ∈ R Q are contained in all regions r P ∈ R P between x left and x right .
Steps: Return CONTAINED.
Algorithm to determine a list of locations where the containment status changes
The main objective of this algorithm is to determine the list of transition locations T s of single axis solid Q s such that the containment status at each t ∈ T s changes. This list T s is obtained by determining containment at a finite number of intermediate locations called candidate transition locations. These candidate transition locations are those locations in the transformation space at which there is a possibility of a change in the containment status. After determining the containment status at t, a finite number of translations are performed. The containment status is determined at each of these translations using the algorithm DETERMINECONTAINMENTATT. If the containment status changes at a particular candidate transition location, then t is the candidate transition location prior to it and the value of t is inserted into list T s . There are two types of candidate transition locations. A primary/secondary candidate transition location is a data structure that stores the following information.
Primary candidate transition location is a location
• The value of t at which it occurs in the transformation space.
• Type: primary or secondary candidate transition location.
The algorithm is based on the observation that any change in the containment relation between two single axis solids occurs at either a primary or a secondary candidate transition location. In addition, the algorithm considers all possible primary and secondary candidate transition locations. Hence, the algorithm can detect all possible changes in the containment status.
The input to the algorithm is the list of zones Z P and Z Q and the containment status at t = 0. The algorithm gives the list of translation values at which there is a change in the containment status. The primary candidate transition locations are initially determined using the algorithm DETERMINEPRIMARYLOCATIONS. These primary candidate transition locations are stored in a list C. In addition, between the first and the second primary candidate locations all zones of Z Q are tested with overlapping zones of Z P for tangency using the algorithm DETERMINESECONDARYLOCATIONS. If there are tangent locations, then these locations are added to list C as secondary candidate transition locations. At each candidate transition location c in list C, the containment of Q s with respect to PP s is tested using the algorithm DETERMINECONTAINMENTATT. At each primary candidate transition location, the secondary candidate transition locations are determined by locating the tangent points x and u in the location space of P s tangent tangent P and Q s , respectively, using algorithm LOCATETANGENTPOINT and are added to list C.
Algorithm: DETERMINELOCATIONSOFSTATUSCHANGE
Input:
• List of zones Z P of single axis solid PP s .
• List of zones Z Q of single axis solid Q s .
• Containment status at t = 0.
Output:
• A list T s of transition locations at which there is a change in the containment status. 
Steps
Determining primary candidate transition locations
Primary candidate transition locations are determined using the following algorithm. Consider the left end point of each zone z Q in Z Q . As shown in Figure 12 , initially the left end points of PP s and Q s are coincident. This is the first primary candidate transition location t as shown in Figure 12 . The end point of the zones in Z are stored in a list G, and the end points of the zones in Z are stored in a list H. Then, for each end point x in G, the difference of each point u in H is computed. Thus, t = x -u and t is then inserted into list C. Finally, C is sorted and terminated at the last primary candidate transition location that occurs when the rightmost end point of Q Figure 12 shows the three primary candidate transition locations for the solids PP s and Q s .
Algorithm: DETERMINEPRIMARYLOCATIONS
Input:
Output:
• A list C of primary candidate transition locations.
Steps:
1) Initialize an empty list C.
2) Store a list of end points of zones Z P in a list G and list of end points of zones Z Q in a list H. 3) For each zone z Q in Z Q , do the following.
a. For each zone z P in Z P , do the following. i. Compute t = x -u, where x ∈ G and u ∈ H. ii. Insert t into C. 4) Sort C and terminate it at t = L P -L Q . 5) Return C.
Determining secondary candidate transition locations
The algorithm to determine secondary candidate transition locations is similar to the algorithm DETERMINECONTAINMENTATT. Figure 13 shows the tangency condition of zones and the location of secondary candidate transition location. The algorithm is described below.
Algorithm: DETERMINESECONDARYLOCATIONS
Input:
Output:
• List C in which secondary candidate transition locations are inserted in appropriate order based on the value of t.
1) For each zone z Q in Z Q , do the following. a. For each zone z P in Z P , do the following.
i. Check if interval I Q ′ overlaps interval I P .
ii. If there is an overlap, test for tangency of the regions in R P in z P with the regions in R Q in z Q using the algorithm LOCATETANGENTPOINTS and determine the list of secondary candidate transition locations C s . b. Insert locations in C s into C in a sorted order based on the value of t. 2) Return C.
Locating tangent points
The algorithm to locate tangent points is similar to the algorithm TESTREGIONCONTAINMENT. The algorithm for locating tangency condition of regions in zones is given in the algorithm below. The test for determining tangency of a region r Q in a region r P is based on translating the top and bottom edges of the regions r Q . This involves testing if the edge e Qu ∈ r Q is tangent to the edge e Pu ∈ r P , and the edge e Ql ∈ r Q is tangent to the edge e Pl ∈ r P . This test involves evaluating the following four possible cases: line touches a line, line touches a circle, line tangent to a circle and circle tangent to circle. The case when line touches a line is shown in Figure 14 . The equations for remaining cases can be derived in a similar manner. The tangent locations C sg are calculated by determining the values of x tangent and u tangent in the location space X and U respectively. . Due to the rotational symmetry of single axis solids, the region of containment extends to 2π. Any solid PP s having an empty transformation space with respect to Q s cannot contain the solid Q s and, therefore, such a solid is pruned. For the remaining solids, the regions of containment in the feasible transformation space are stored and used for building the overall transformation space in the next step, which takes into account axis parallel features.
Algorithm: LOCATETANGENTPOINTS
Input:
Output:
• A list C s of secondary candidate transition locations for zones z P and z Q where regions r Q ∈ R Q are tangent to regions r P ∈ R P .
Steps:
1) For each zone r Q in R Q , do the following.
a. For each region r P in R P , do the following. i. Test tangency of region r P in region r Q and return list C sg of secondary candidate transition locations. b. If tangent, insert locations in C sg into C s . 2) Return C s .
Complexity analysis
The time complexity of the algorithm DETERMINECONTAINMENTOFSINGLEAXISSOILD is where 
Feature Based Comparison
The final step for pruning the database of solids is to determine the feasible transformation space in which solid Q is contained in solid P after taking into account the presence of off-axis features. The off-axis features are represented by their dimensions and locations with respect to the co-ordinate system of the solid to which they belong. Only subtractive off-axis features that are of the following type are considered.
• Axis-parallel cylindrical holes
• Axis-parallel internal and external slots These features result in removal of material from the solid. Then, for solid Q to be contained in solid P, all the features of P must lie outside solid Q. If any feature of P lies inside solid Q and, hence, intersects solid Q, then the intersecting region of solid Q cannot be generated by performing material removal operations on P. Thus, the feasible transformation space of Q must be such that no feature P j f of P intersects Q. If Q is located at a location (t,θ), then for containment of Q in P, * where,
, where T is given by equations (1) and (2).
To satisfy the containment condition, each feature f not to be contained in solid Q, the following cases can occur.
Feature
P j f of P is not contained in the single axis solid Q s and, therefore, does not intersect Q s . Step 2 described in Section 3 gives the feasible transformation space such that single axis solid Q s is contained in single axis solid PP s . For each feature of P, a feasible transformation space is constructed within the existing feasible transformation space obtained from step 2 such that at any location in this space P j f does not intersect solid Q. Then, the feasible transformation spaces of all features of P are intersected to obtain a feasible transformation space for solid P. At any location in this space, solid Q is contained in solid P.
While analyzing each feature of P, if at any stage a feature P j f of P has an empty feasible transformation space, then solid P cannot contain solid Q and, hence, is pruned at that stage. The algorithm to determine containment of rotational solids is given as follows. 
Algorithm: DETERMINECONTAINMENTOFROTATIONALSOLID
Input
Feature
P j f does not intersect single axis solid
In order to determine the locations where a feature of P intersects the single axis solid Q s , the zone representation of the single axis solid is considered. These zones consist of rotationally symmetric surfaces that are represented in two dimensions as lines and circles. Similarly, a hole or a slot can be represented as a rectangle in two dimensions. Then, to determine the intersection of a feature with a single axis solid, the locations of the start and end of intersection of the rectangle with the regions in the zones of the single axis solid are determined. This can be done because the single axis solid consists of rotationally symmetric surfaces and the off-axis features are restricted to axis parallel slots and holes. Thus, the width of the slots and radius of the hole do not have to be considered. Figure 16 shows a feature and single axis solid with which its intersection is to be determined. The algorithm to determine the intersection finds the intersection of the rectangle representing the feature with each zone Z Qj of the single axis solid Q s being represented as a set of lines and circles. The start and end points of the intersection are noted and marked on the feasible transformation space for the feature P j f . Then, the region in which the feature P j f does not intersect the single axis solid within the feasible transformation space obtained from step 2 of Section 3 is noted. This region extends from 0 to 2π.
The remaining region in which feature f . This is done as follows. For the two types of features considered, there are four possible combinations: (i) slot in P is a subset of slot in Q, (ii) hole in P is a subset of hole in Q, (iii) slot in P is a subset of hole in Q, and (iv) hole in P is a subset of slot in Q. The type of slots considered is limited to those that are open at the top. Hence, combination (iv) is not treated. Let θ p and θ q be the initial orientations of features in P and Q with respect to their local co-ordinate systems. Let l p and l q be the lengths of the slots, and let x f and u f be the locations of the slots in their local coordinate systems. The first feature combination is explained below to determine if a feature Figure 21 . Let r p and r q be the base radii of the slots, h p and h q be the heights of the slots, and w p and w q be the widths of the slots. Then, for a slot in P to be a subset of slot in Q, the following three conditions must be satisfied. 
Implementation and Results
A software system called Geometric Containment Analysis System (GCAS) has been implemented based on the algorithms described in this paper. The programming language used is Visual C++ 6.0 on Windows 2000. The system uses the following libraries: Microsoft Foundation Classes (MFC), ACIS 7.0, and OpenGL. Geometric containment analysis system uses a geometric modeler to determine containment of a given part in a set of parts. It consists of two components: a graphical user interface (GUI) and a geometric reasoning component.
To locate a set of parts that contains the query part, the designer must supply the part geometry of the query part and the directory of the database to search. The part geometry can be specified through ACIS files (*.sat, *.sab). The output of the system is the ACIS models of all the parts that contain the query part.
The output models are rank ordered based on their volume difference with the input solid. This is because larger the volume difference between the query part and the database part greater is the amount of material that needs to be removed to obtain the query part from the database part. Thus, we take into account the amount of material that has to be removed. Ideally, the ranking should take into consideration the number of machining operations and setups required, in addition to the amount of material removed. However, for the present, we consider only the amount of material to be removed as a criterion for ranking solids. Figure 24 shows two query solids and the solids that were found in the database to contain the query solid. The solids are ranked according to their volume difference with the query solid.
To test the performance of the system, the following experiment was carried out. One hundred reasonably complex rotational parts were generated to create a database. The two variables that affect the speed of computation are the complexity of the input query model and the number of parts being pruned in each of the three steps described in Section 2. To vary the complexity, five parts (Q 1 -Q 5 ) were modeled with increasing complexity. Thus, part Q 1 is the simplest and part Q 5 is the most complex. Each of these parts was used as an input to the system. Also, the number of parts pruned in each step was varied by changing some parts in the database. However, for a given set of parts in the database, the number of parts pruned in each step for each query part remained the same. For a given set of parts in the database, the complexity of the input part was varied from Q 1 to Q 5 . Figure 25 shows the results for this computational experiment as a plot of computation time vs. number of faces. The number of zones in a part depends on the number of faces in the part and part complexity. Each face would result in creation of at the most two zones. Thus the time required for computation would be similar to that represented by number of faces in the query part. It can be seen that the total time required for performing containment analysis increases with increase in complexity of the query part as well as an increase in the number of parts in the database that contain the query part. The average time taken for a reasonably complex part such as Q 3 that is contained in approximately four to eight database parts is 12 seconds.
An analysis of the time required for pruning at each stage has been performed and shown in Figure 25 . Stage 1 involves comparing the size of the bounding cylinder and is performed in negligible time. Stage 2 requires about 0.1s per part for a moderately complex query part. Stage 3 requires about 0.2-0.3 s for a moderately complex part. Figure 25 shows the portion of parts that are pruned in each stage. We expect that more than half the parts get pruned in the first step itself, more than 2/3 rd of the remaining parts to be pruned in second step and about 2/3 rd parts to be pruned in the third step. This differs from database to database. The experiments have been performed on a machine with a Pentium 4 processor and 1 GB RAM.
Conclusions
This paper describes algorithms for performing geometric containment analysis. A system based on these algorithms has been implemented successfully. This system can be used to determine if a newly designed rotational part can be manufactured from a part in a database of existing rotational parts by only performing material removal operations. The only input to the system is the boundary representation of the query part. The system automatically locates the parts that contain the query part by extracting and analyzing the required geometric attributes. The algorithms presented in this paper are sound and complete by design. Thus, if there exists a part in the database that contains the query part, then the system can correctly locate this part.
Our computational experiments show that the time required for retrieving those parts in the database that contain the query part depends on the complexity of the query part, size of the database, and the number of parts in the database that contain the query part. The number of parts in the database that contain the query part has the strongest influence on the computation time. For a query part consisting of 70 faces, the system can retrieve parts from a database of 100 parts that contain the query part in less then 20 seconds if the number of parts in the database that contain the query part are limited to 5. We expect that our system should be able to find all part containing a query part in less than two minutes even when dealing with a large database consisting of thousands of parts. The reason for this is the following. We believe that the number of parts in the database that will contain the query part won't be large. We expect that not more than 20-25 parts in a database of 10,000 parts will contain the query part. In such situations the system should take approximately 1-2 minutes to retrieve the database parts that contain the query part. This is based on the observation that the database will be clustered using different criteria such as the size of the bounding box, volume etc. Thus, while performing containment only a few database parts that have been clustered together will be analyzed. This clustering has not been implemented yet. Thus, we expect the system to be able to retrieve parts efficiently even for large databases.
The system described above can be used by designers and process planners to find an existing part that can be used to manufacture a newly designed part or fit in a new assembly. This capability is expected to significantly reduce proliferation of parts, to improve manufacturing responsiveness, and to reduce the cost of new products. Specifically, the system can be used in the following ways:
• The system can be used to determine if a newly designed rotational part is contained in an existing rotational part correctly, efficiently, and automatically. Thus, the designer/process planner needs to provide only the boundary representation of the newly designed part. The system gives a set of parts that can be used to manufacture the new part. Such part reuse improves the manufacturing responsiveness. Another potential application is in stock part selection. Given a set of parts, the system can help to determine if a given part can be used as a stock part for the given set of parts by testing containment of each of the parts in the stock part. The stock part can then be used to manufacture all the parts in that set. This eliminates the need for ordering many different stock parts.
• With minor modifications, the system presented in this paper will work for redesign suggestion generation. Suppose that a newly designed part is not contained in any of the existing parts. The feasible transformation space of the features of the parts pruned in step 3 can be analyzed to provide redesign suggestions for the newly designed part. Using this transformation space, the size and location of features on the newly designed part can be computed such that the newly designed part is contained in the existing part.
• The system can be used to select a part or subassembly that will fit within a given space in an assembly. Suppose a shaft is to be used in a large assembly to connect a gear to a motor. The system can be used by the designer to determine if any of the existing shafts in the database can fit in the limited space available in the assembly.
The system can currently handle only two types of commonly found features: axis-parallel cylindrical holes and axis-parallel slots. These features are adequate to model a large number of rotational parts. The system can be extended to handle a much richer set of features. The underlying mathematical foundations of computing the transformation spaces are capable of supporting a wide variety of features. However, for each new feature one would need to develop formulas to compute their transformation spaces. For complex features the shape of the transformation space will not be rectangular but more complex depending on the shapes of the two features being tested. But even for complex shapes approximate techniques such as slicing the model parallel to the axis of rotation may be used to derive the limits of transformation space. Currently, we do not automatically generate suggestions for redesign when a part is not contained in another part. The system for redesign generation can be developed by analyzing the distances among individual transformation space of features. Also, the system does not currently account for tolerance and surface finish considerations. However, the system can be extended to take those into considerations. 
